Engagements with Journalists
The academic who wants to autocorrect our
sense of humour
by Tom Whipple for The Times, 22nd January 2014
The Times published a story on computer generated
humor, a subfield of Computational Creativity. The
story was based on an interview of PROSECCO
partner Hannu Toivonen and on a scientific
publication of his research group, on intentionally
funny autocorrect mistakes. From the article:
It was obvious what Hannu Toivonen meant — but it
was still embarrassing. “I was signing off my e-mail,”
he said. “It was meant to say ‘Best Regards’. What it
actually read was, ‘Best Retards’.” Autocorrect had struck again. Most people would have sent an
apology, hoped no offence was taken and put it down to the curse of sending e-mails on the move.
Professor Toivonen, however, is a computer scientist. So he instead conducted a study into the
unintentional humour of the erroneous predictive text—with the goal of teaching computers to
be funnier. The original scientific paper describing this research, titled "Let everything turn well
in your wife: Generation of Adult Humour Using Lexical Constraints", was published in the
annual meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) in 2013. “There is a
research field called Computational Creativity,” he said. “It is about how to make computers
more creative. Telling jokes is one sort of creativity. Some of the applications for this line of work
could be in computer dialogue systems, to make them more human-like.”
A copy of the full story from The Times (Jan 22, 2014, p. 7) is available at http://prosecconetwork.eu/sites/default/files/times-1.pdf. After the original story, The Daily Mail and The
Telegraph subsequently also reported the research.

Ko bo računalnik povedal šalo, ki se ji bomo smejali
by Gregor Pucelj for DELO, 18th July 2013
The DELO is the largest national newspaper in Slovenia.
After the Knowledge Technologies Symposium on
Machine Learning & Computational Creativity at the
Jožef Stefan Institute mentioned above, Gregor Pucelj
interviewed PROSECCO partner Nada Lavrač about the
event. The interview covered the work of the JSI, in
addition to Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and
Computational Creativity in general.
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The Computational Creativity Group at Goldsmiths College (ccg.doc.gold.ac.uk) undertakes a
relatively large amount of engagement with journalists from print, online, radio and television
outlets. In particular, PROSECCO partner Simon Colton The Painting Fool software in public
exhibitions and demonstrations, which are often covered by journalists. In addition, Michael
Cook, a research associate in the group who is very much involved in PROSECCO activities
(e.g., attendance at the Porvoo Autumn School, Publicity Chair for the ICCC conference), has
software called ANGELINA, which can automatically produce entire video games, and attracts
a great deal of coverage from the games and wider press. The following are the articles and
interviews since the PROSECCO network launch, in which details of their work in a
Computational Creativity setting have been written/recorded:
"Das Genie in der Maschine. Können Computer kreativ sein?" presented by Anna Masoner
for ORF.at, March 2014. (oe1.orf.at/programm/365411)
"Brave New Algo World" presented by Natalie Haynes for BBC Radio 4, January 2014.
(ccg.doc.gold.ac.uk/simoncolton/media/BraveNewAlgoWorldRadio4_Jan2014.m4a)

"An algorithm walks into a bar and orders a new joke" by Natalie Haynes for the
Independent, 3rd January 2014. (www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/an-algorithm-walks-into-abar-and-orders-a-new-joke-9037089.html)

"Porträt per Programm" by Martin Herzon for DRadio Wissen, December 2013.
(ccg.doc.gold.ac.uk/simoncolton/media/DRadioWissenDec2013.m4a)

"This Computer Painting Program has Feelings" by Nadja Sayej for Vice.com, November
2013. (www.vice.com/read/the-computer-painting-program-with-feelings)
"These Abstract Portraits Were Painted By An Artificial Intelligence Program" by Joseph
Stromberg for the Smithsonian Magazine, November 2013. (www.smithsonianmag.com/sciencenature/these-abstract-portraits-were-painted-by-an-artificial-intelligence-program-180947590)

"The Next Big Thing? Computer Art" by Mark Wilson for Stuff Magazine, November 2013.
(ccg.doc.gold.ac.uk/papers/stuff_magazine_november2013.pdf)

"Rise of the Robot Artist" by Chris V. Nicholson for the Pacific Standard print and online
magazine, November 2013. (www.psmag.com/navigation/nature-and-technology/rise-robot-artist-67731)
"Der nachste Picasso?" interview by Emily Thomey for German Radio WDR, 25th September,
2013. (www.thepaintingfool.com/news/wdr_interview.mp3)
"Kunst, ausgerechnet!" by Lydia Heller for Golem.de, August 2013.
(www.golem.de/news/kreative-maschinen-kunst-ausgerechnet-1308-101192.html)

"Artificial artists: when computers become creative" by Kadhim Shubber for Wired,
August 2013. (www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2013-08/07/can-computers-be-creative)
"Artificial Creativity" by Lydia Heller, for Deutschlandradio Kultur, June 2013.
(ccg.doc.gold.ac.uk/simoncolton/media/dkulturJune2013.mp3)

"Mesterseges intelligencia kesziti majd a jovo szoftvereit?" for Sg.hu, April 2013.
(sg.hu/cikkek/96927/mesterseges_intelligencia_kesziti_majd_a_jovo_szoftvereit)

“ButtonMasher: AI takes on humans to create video game” by Douglas Heaven for New
Scientist, January 2014. (www.newscientist.com/article/dn24801-buttonmasher-ai-takes-on-humans-tocreate-video-game.html)
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“A Computer Program Made A Game By Itself. Well, That's Unsettling.” By Steve
Marinconz for Kotaku, January 2014. (watchlist.kotaku.com/a-computer-program-made-a-game-byitself-well-thats-1494080189)

“ANGELINA AI game enters Ludum Dare jam” by Nancy Owano for Phys.org, January 2014.
(phys.org/news/2014-01-angelina-ai-game-ludum.html)

“’To That Sect' Game Created Entirely by Artificial Intelligence” by Kevin Ohannessian for
Tom’s Guide, January 2014. (www.tomsguide.com/us/to-that-sect-ai-game,news-18124.html)
“To That Sect is an (awful) jam game made by an AI” by Tom Sykes for PC Gamer, January
2014. (www.pcgamer.com/uk/2014/01/05/to-that-sect-is-an-awful-jam-game-made-by-an-ai)
“Meet Angelina, the game-designing AI who loves Rupert Murdoch” by Katheryn Nave for
Wired, January 2014. (www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2014-01/20/angelina-gaming-ai)
“This Eerie Game Was Made by Artificial Intelligence” by Victoria Turk for Vice, January
2014. (motherboard.vice.com/en_uk/blog/this-eerie-game-was-made-by-artificial-intelligence)
“How an artificial intelligence is learning to make video games by itself” by Megan
Farokhmanesh for Polygon, January 2014. (www.polygon.com/2014/1/12/5295980/how-ai-gamedeveloper-angelina-could-change-the-industry)

“AI game designer creates Ludum Dare entry To That Sect” by Megan Farokhmanesh for
Polygon, January 2014. (www.polygon.com/2014/1/4/5274114/ai-game-designer-creates-ludum-dareentry-to-that-sect)

“Machines that could one day be as creative as we are. Games by Angelina” Dots
Magazine, January 2013. (www.dotsmagazine.com/whats_new/machines-one-day-creative-gamesangelina)

“Can an AI win a game Jam?” by Christian Donlan for Eurogamer, January 2014
(www.eurogamer.net/articles/2014-01-14-can-an-ai-win-a-game-jam)

“Plastic Soul: One man’s quest to build an ai that can create games” by Christian Donlan
for Eurogamer, April 2013. (www.eurogamer.net/articles/2013-04-02-plastic-soul-one-mans-quest-tobuild-an-ai-that-can-create-games)

“ANGELINA: The Computer Program that Designs Games” by Joe Martin for Gamasutra,
April 2013. (www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/189354/angelina_the_computer_program_.php)
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